Glide Kit
Chassis Enhancement Kit for MacBook

Syndrol HD • T-8 Torx Wrench • #00 Phillips Driver • Nylon Non-Marking Pry Tool

The included Syndrol HD metal conditioner provides a long-lasting, molecular-level film which dramatically reduces tension and
wear at the metal to metal hinge interface - the result is much smoother rotational action of the display.

1. Secure a sturdy, flat and level surface to work - cover the surface with a towel to
prevent finish damage. Shutdown, close display, and remove battery - place computer on
the work surface bottom-side up.
Use the supplied #00 Phillips driver to loosen (don’t remove) all visible exterior
Phillips chassis screws starting with those on the bottom.
Continue loosening the remaining exterior #00 Phillips screws on the back plane and
sides of the notebook. Invert computer and set on its feet, open display to its full open
position.
Close display. Tighten all Phillips chassis screws previously loosened starting at the
bottom, then sides and back. Finish by checking all screws for tightness once more. This
entire maneuver correctly aligns the notebook’s internal frame and prevents future
loosening of internal fasteners.
2. Snip off the end of the metal conditioner applicator and apply 2-3 drops of the
conditioner into the hinge pin groove at the 2 points indicated on the diagram. Fig. 1.
Situate the unit so that the hinge side is facing up. Leave in this position for 1 - 4 hours
so that the conditioner can gravity feed into the hinge joint.
3. Wipe up any excess conditioner using a soft, absorbent cloth or paper towel. Grasp the
notebook like a regular book, and gently work the display throughout its entire range
of motion 30-40 times, or until noise and/or roughness is eliminated. Repeat application
of metal conditioner if hinges are not smooth and quiet after 40 opening/closing cycles.
You’ll also notice a slight reduction in the effort needed to rotate the display - a nice
benefit!

